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World War II was wrong. 
Perhaps the most famous situation was the Vessel Affair, 

in which the Vatican secretly negotiated with Japanese au
thorities for a complete and unconditional surrender. Max's 
unit was in liaison with several cardinals and priests who 
were involved in the negotiations. All of these reports wound 
up on the desks of President Franklin Roosevelt and key 
members of his cabinet and military. From every historical 
indication, FDR was willing to accept the terms, albeit with 
critical changes, of the Japanese surrender. However, British 
Prime Minister Winston Churchill and the leadership of 
British intelligence-including the infamous Doublecross 
Committee (XXlC)-sought to prevent the Japanese surren
der. What they needed desperately, was to discredit "Source 
Vessel." 

The intelligence officer assigned to the task of checking 
out "Source Vessel," and who knew the truth about the 
nature of the apparatus, was OSS X-2 officer James 
Angleton. X-2, which stood for counterintelligence, was 
deployed under the joint sponsorship of U.S. and British 
intelligence through the XXlC. Angleton pronounced 
"Source Vessel" a fraud, and when the official histories 
were written, the Vessel Affair was proclaimed a hoax. The 
combined result of Angleton's report and the death of FDR 
was the decision to drop the atomic bomb on Japan. Max 

66 National 

and his unit were targeted by Angleton and others in order 
to prevent the truth from co�g out. 

I 
The Dulles myth j 

Fifty years later, almostlto the day of his death, Max 
fought for the truth. Another historical irony is that Max had 
more to do with the surrend�r of Marshal Badoglio and the 
Italian Army than even most cIIf the U . S. military leaders who 
received the surrender ever �nderstood. Max's agents and 
operators also became direc�y involved in negotiating the 
surrender of German troops ,n northern Italy. Although the 
official histories magnified die role of Allen Dulles in secur
ing the surrender of Germanjtroops, Dulles did little in this 
process. "Operation Sunrise, l' the secret negotiation between 
SS Gen. Karl Wolff and O�S Berne chief Dulles, was a 
public relations gambit desi4ned to build up Dulles's pres
tige. In reality, it was Max a+d his unit who did all the work 
on the ground in ensuring tltat German and elite Nazi SS 
troops did not destroy northetn Italy. 

Did you read about it in !tIe history books? I doubt it. 
I understood more about Max in his death, than I did 

during his life, when I saw h�ndreds upon hundreds of ordi
nary citizens pay their final irespects to Max Corvo. In his 
grandchildren, children, and f.vife stood a remarkable family. 
As he would have wanted it, �is legacy will continue. 
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